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A: Try this: Add an exception for *.pdb into your pro-filtering rule : Action: right click on the rule name -> Properties->
Exceptions tab -> Add a new exception -> *.pdb Now you should be able to see the *.pdb files in the archive. Congenital
arachnoid cyst of the third ventricle associated with persistent embryonic venous channels. Arachnoid cysts arising in the third
ventricle are rare congenital lesions. A case of an arachnoid cyst of the third ventricle associated with three embryonic venous
channels is reported. The three embryonic channels could be demonstrated radiologically and histologically. The clinical
relevance of the embryonic channels and their differences from other congenital arachnoid cysts of the ventricular system are
discussed.Q: Why does the `Foo` constructor call `!=`? i found the following methods in a linux kernel module: struct foo_list {
struct foo_list *prev; struct foo_list *next; }; struct foo { struct foo_list *bar; struct foo_list *foo; struct foo_list *next; }; static
struct foo_list *foo_new(void) { struct foo_list *node; node = kzalloc(sizeof(struct foo_list), GFP_KERNEL); node->prev =
NULL; node->next = NULL; node->foo = NULL; node->foo = foo_new(); return node; } My question is, what's the reason for
the!= in the line: node->foo = foo_new(); I think of it like: foo_new() = (void *)0xDEADC0DE foo_new() = (void
*)0xDEADC0DE But if that is true, it shouldn't matter whether foo_new() or foo_new() is called first because both have
address 0xDEADC0DE. Can anyone explain why it is that it is necessary to call foo_new() first and then to access foo
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